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O'BRIEN SELECTS STATLER
Glen Royale
Lectures on
ENGLISH MEET FULTON TEAM
FOR SCENE OF PROMENADE
for Soph Affair
Mass Ritual
IN INTERNATIONAL DEBATE
Father Connolly Talks Marier and Ecker With TEACHERS AT LAW Dining Room of Hotel
Fulton Seniors Prepare FRIDAY IS LAST
Open to College
SCHOOL HONORED
Orchestra at University Club
Before Country
for Opening Debate
DAY FOR TICKETS
for First Time
Day School
at Auditorium
Canavan, Hurley, Chosen
By STEVEN FLEMING

At quarter past eight on the evening of November 28, the Library

Special Student Rate for
Purple Game on
Dec. 2nd

Auditorium will be the scene of an
intellectual conflict between the
Friday, November 24th, will be
members of the Fulton Debating the last day student activity books
Society of Boston College and two will be honored in purchasing tickets
representatives of the National for the Boston College-Holy Cross
Student's Fedei-ation of England.
game, according to Athletic AssociaThe question to be debated reads: tion officials.
Resolved, that organized ChristiThe student activity book, plus
anity has hindered the progress of
50, entitles the student to one
man. Boston College will be repticket. However, he may purchase
resented by John M. Barry and
the accompanying seat for the reguWilliam D. Donahue of senior while lar price
of S3. This is a departure
the English team, which takes the
from the past system under which
affirmative side of the issue, is com- a
student was compelled to pay $3
posed of F. L. Rolphs of the Univerfor each ticket, and then could not
sity of Sheffield and L. T. Kitchin
sit in the cheering section.
of Kings College, London.
The debate, and others like it with
other American colleges, was arranged by the National Student's LECTURES GIVEN
Federation to promote international
BY FR. MURPHY
good-will, but it is calculated that,
in view of the subject to be debated
and the definite views which the
Boston Clubs Listen to
members of each team in all probability have there will be quite a
Noted Professor
struggle in this debate. This struggle will be intensified by the fact
During recent weeks Father J.
that while the Fultonians have the
F.
X. Murphy, head of the Hisedge in their reputation as debaters,
tory Department at the Boston Coland in their Aristotelian logic, the
lege Graduate School and former
gentlemen on the English team are
Professor of History at Boston Colmuch older and further advanced lege,
lectured at several places in
in formal education; since both have the vicinity of Greater Boston.
the English equivalent of an AmerOn Friday, November 10, Father
ican M.A., and are accredited memMurphy
spoke at Newton to the
bers of the Inner Temple, which is
Alumnae of Trinity College, Washthe official British bar association.
While the Fulton has never been ington, D. C. The subject for this
was
"The American
in conflict with teams from this discourse
A Blessing or a Menace."
particular group, members of our Press
The Holy Name Society of St.
senior debating society have engaged in debates, with singular suc- Mary of the Angels heard on Sunday night, November 12, a speech on
cess, with other English teams.
"The Jew and Persecution through
the Ages." "Medieval Education"
was delivered to the
Historical
Academy at Emmanuel College on
?

Class Requested
to Co-operate
on Installments

The installment plan formulated
to alleviate the expense of Junior
Week is now in its fourth week.
The Class Treasurer, John J. Murphy, and the Junior Week Committee are greatly pleased with its success up to date.
However, greater cooperation on
behalf of the students is earnestly
solicited. Many are unaware that
the plan is merely a convenience for
those desirous of attending Junior
Week and it is intended for this

benefit.
Invitation is extended to all members of the Senior, Sophomore and
Freshman classes to subscribe for
this plan. Arrangements may be
made with any of the committee in
charge. This committee consists of
William G. Giblin, C. Henry Murphy, Harold W. Groden and Edward
R. Callahan.

RALLY
There will be a pre-game
rally on Alumni Field, Tuesday.
November 28th.
All
students are expected to attend.

last Wednesday.

SUB TURRI PHOTOS
TO BE MADE SOON
Activity Groups to Be
Taken on Dec. 5-6

In answer to an invitation received from the faculty of Beaver
Country Day School, Father Terence
L. Connolly. S.J., recently lectured
there on the meaning of the Mass.
The purpose of the lecture was to
aid the students in understanding
the Catholic culture and civilization
of the Middle Ages, when the Mass
was the center of the religious life
of the people. The lecture, intended
for forty students of the upper
classes, was attended by more than
eighty students and many members
of the faculty. Pamphlet-missals
were distributed to those who were
present and each part of the Mass

was explained. Then followed a
discussion of the growth of the Mass
in prayers, scriptural readings and
external solemnity, and an explanation of the symbolic meaning of incense, candles and similar liturgical
accompaniments of the Holy Sacrifice. The ceremonies peculiar to
High Mass were then described and
explained, since the students were
to attend Mass at the cathedral on
last Sunday. In conclusion, it was
pointed out that today as in the
ages of faith the Mass is still the
center of the religious life of the
Church and of every individual
Catholic who is faithful to the
ideals of the religion he professes.

Boston College air about it than
those in the past, for two B. C. boys,
Ted Marier and Joe Ecker, will be
featured. Both are connected with
the Glen Royale orchestra, that
will furnish the music, Marier as
pianist, and Ecker as vocalizer.
They are also prominent members
of the musical
club of Boston
College.
This event is the most prominent
of the Sophomore Fall season, and
President John Maguire is making
every effort to have it a success.
Mr. Maguire has appointed a committee, with John T. Daly as chairman, assisted by Gerald Bogluica,
Daniel Shea, William Stock, and
Joseph Gormley.
The price of tickets for the social,
which is to be informal, is two dollars, and may be obtained from any
member of the committee.

JUNIORS

Juniors are reminded that
deposits may be made now for
their Senior rings. This should
be accomplished immediately,
before the price of gold rises.

by Ford
Two members of the Faculty at
the Boston College Law School recently

have

become

Assistant

United States Attorneys for the
District of Massachusetts through
the appointment of Francis J. Ford,
the United States Attorney for
Massachusetts.
B. C. Graduates

The main
other is John A. Canavan, it may not appear as large as the
who was graduated from Boston main ballroom, by actual measureCollege with the class of 1918. Mr. ment for a supper dance is as
Canavan is a professor of Constitu- spacious. The chairman, Mr. O'Brien,
tional Law and Conflict of Laws at examined all specifications before
the law school.
he made any decision with the
hotel function manager.

FULTON DEBATES
BEFORE COUNCIL
N. R. A. to Be Discussed
at K. of C. Club

Praise From All Sides

that dancing master, Johnny
Freitas, goes a large portion of the
individual credit in the victory. He
performed tricks with the leather,
the like of which Alumni field hanever before witnessed. Four times
during the game did the Eagle find
herself forced to the wall by the
aggressive Marylanders and each
time did Freitas literally kick her
out. of danger. His uncanny knack
with his toe several times hemmed
the visitors into the dreaded and
isolated "coffin corner" from which
there was no escape. Pulling Boston College out of the hole and pushing Western Maryland into the hole
kept Johnny busy all afternoon.

gone, Freitas had placed the visitors
in a hole with a beautifully placed
punt which rolled off the field on
the Maryland 3 yard line. Mergo.
the Southerners' full-back, returned
the kick to Johnny on the Maryland
30 yard line and the latter danced
his way back to the 10. Driscoll,
replacing the injured Dugan, failed
to gain at the tackles and the Eagle
spread her wings on a Freitas to

Terrors Take Lead

Pounding up the field in the second quarter, the Eagle swept on until Dunn, Terror half back, intercepted a Freitas pass on the Eagle
45 yard line. Dunn would have been
away at once if Freitas had not
covered the pass
so well
and
brought Dunn to the ground. However, the Green Terrors began a sustained drive from this point which
led to a score. With Dunn and
Shepherd alternating on the carrying end, two first downs were rolled
up, placing the ball on the B. C.
28 yard line. Greg Sullivan crashed
through to nail Dunn on his assault
upon the tackle, but Dunn came
right back with a first down on the
14 yard line. Shepherd attempted
to pass but it was blocked by Ted
Galligan. A lateral pass, Dunn to
Mergo, went to the 8 yard line
where Sullivan made the tackle.
With a fivst down and goal to go
for the enemy, the Eagle frontier
stiffened and for three downs held
stubbornly only to have Shepherd
sweep wide of his own right end,
and behind the excellent blocking of
Mergo and Dunn, scamper across
the goal line to tie the score. With
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2)
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Eagle Triumph Brings

To
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For the first time since the Hotel
Statler opened its doors to the public in 1925, a college prom will be
held in the beautiful main diningroom. The Junior Class, in receiving- this favor from the hotel management, acquired what is known
among social circles in the East as
the most artistic and atmospheric
dinner dancing scene in any hotel in
Boston or New York. When the
Prom chairman and the chairmen
for the week first saw this dining
spot, they realized that here they
had something novel as well as at-

The first appointed was Joseph J.
Hurley, graduated from Boston Col- tractive.
Large as Ballroom
lege in 1916, and a professor of
Damages at the law school.
dining room, although

A lecture debate was given by the
Fulton Debating Society last night
before the Knights of Columbus,
Green street, Jamaica Plain, on the
topic: "Resolved: That the N. R. A.
is calculated to bring about industrial recovery." The affirmative
was upheld by Robert J. Glennon,
By "HAGO" HARRINGTON
Tosi pass that placed the ball on
Boston College showed itself to Western Maryland's 5 yard line. '34, and John J. Murphy, '35, while
be one of the outstanding teams in Smashing at his own right tackle, the negative was defended by John
the East last Saturday when the Driscoll again carried and was L. Roach, '34, and Grover J. Cronin,
'35.
Maroon and Gold defeated the stopped on the 1 yard line. Again
Enthusiastic Reception
strong Western Maryland eleven, he smashed the same tackle and
debaters were enthusiastithe
The
points
by
12-9. The nine
made
finding a huge hole awaiting him,
green terrors were the first to be due to the great work of Maloney cally received and the audience was
scored on the Eagle since the Ford- and Tosi. he crossed the goal line so interested in the subject that they
ham game, and two of these were for the first score. Ed Kelly re- invited the four men to return and
deliberately handed the Southeners. placed Joe Orloski for the try for present the debate again at a later
point, but this time Ed's kick failed date.
Freitas Brilliant
and Boston led 6-0.

The official group pictures for the
Sub Turn will be taken Tuesday
and Wednesday afternoons, Dec. 5
and G, between 1:30 and 3:30, in the
Trustees room on the main floor of
the Library building. The following groups will be photographed:
Class officers of Junior, Sophomore,
and Freshman; Student's activity
council; complete Sub Turri editorial and business staffs; Heichts
managing board; Junior Pic staff;
Driscoll Scores
Junior week executive committee;
Stylus managing board; also officers
Boston College wasted no time in
of the following groups: Ethics. getting down to work, for before
French, Spanish Academies; Hockey. five minutes of the first period were
fencing, tennis, golf, rifle teams,
and Dramatic, Business, Military,
Press, Radio, and Music clubs.
It is imperative that those in
charge of these groups as well as
all suburban clubs notify either
Frank Lambert or John McCarthy
of Senior B or the Sub Turri managing board within the coming week
as regards the precise time when
each group can be ready.

for Gov't Offices

The Sophomore social this year
promises to have an even greater

CROSS RECEPTION
IN STATLER, DEC. 2
Post-Game Social in Main

Ballroom

The dining room is done in an exquisite Egyptian effect, with the

tables around the dance floor elevated one row above the other. The
floor itself is set down below everything and the diners form rows on
three sides in the usual supper club
fashion. On the fourth side is the
canopied stand for the orchestra and
the floor that faces it measures
the same as the main ballroom when
the tables have been placed around
it. The advantage that the dining
room has over the ballroom is that
it brings the students together in
a closer bond of good fellowship,
and the atmosphere, necessary for
any

prom,

is unexcelled. Besides

(Continued on Page 4, Col. 3)

Freshman Day
Immense Success;
McCurdy Pres.
The annual Freshman Day, last
Thursday, included the annual election of class officers, the Boston College-Holy Cross freshman football
game, a banquet, and a smoker. The
attendance at the banquet and
smoker, both of which were in the
Senior Assembly Hall, was the best
in recent years. The toastmaster for
the affair was Robert J. Glennon,
president of Fulton and member of
the Student Council.
Seated at the head table were
several guests of honor including
the Rev. Patrick J. McHugh, S.J.,
Dean of Studies; the Rev. Walter F.
Friary, S.J., Dean of Freshmen; the
Rev. Edward T. Douglas, S.J., several sports writers of intown newspapers, and members of the Student

Philip R. Kelly, of Jamaica Plain,
has been appointed chairman of the
Holy Cross reception by Gregory
L. Sullivan, president of the Senior
Class. This reception is sponsored
by the class of 1934, and is to be
held Saturday evening, December 2,
the night of the Holy Cross-Boston
College game, in the main ballroom
of the Hotel Statler from eight to
Council.
two.
When tables were cleared, the
Highlight of the Season
smoker started. It was opened by
This dance is the highlight of the Toastmaster Glennon who, after a
fall season and the atmosphere of few salutary words, introduced the
the beautiful main ballroom of the first speaker of the evening, George
Statler, should tempt the students Carens, of the "Transcript," who
to attend. Kelly has as his assist- praised the spirit and enthusiasm
the
by
ants: John Donnelly, Leo A. Hogan, shown
Boston College
William C. Cagney, George R. Mc- students and urged that it be conCue, George R. McLaughlin, and tinued. Because of the anxiety
Paul T. Moore. Tickets may be ob- shown by the students, the new
tained from any member of the class officers were next introduced.
committee, and the price is three The next speaker of the evening was
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)
dollars.
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THE

should

and join soon . . .
than waiting around the
lunchroom for an auto ride . . .
maybe somebody in the academy
it may have a car and may be going
Hop at the University Club
EDDIE O'BRIEN
HERBERT A. KENNY, '34
is an unusual place for a B. C. time your way . .
Editor-in-Chief
. . . and it should be a good time . .
You can go to football games from now until you're a gray and
T
Managing Editor
if you've got the money to throw
hoary spectacle, unable to see the sidelines from the first row in the
Raymond L. Belliveau, '35
News Editor
section reserved for ancient alumni, and you'll never see a more accuaway . . . (and who hasn't) dust off
Joseph E. Donovan, Jr., '35
The Heights and the Band meet
Feature Editor
John L. Roach, '34
rate kicking game than the superb bull's-eye performance put on by
the glad rags .
and hop to . . .
SP orts Edlior
in a finish struggle this afternoon
Edward J. O'Brien, '35
Manager
Business
Johnny Freitas last Saturday. One coffin-corner boot per game puts
. . . allowing good weather
. some
Edmund J. Cahill, '35
Circulation Manager
T
the official 0. K. on a punter, but when a kicker can get back and wham
Robert L. Sullivan, '3*
.
recall the warfare of last year
Treasurer
Hickcy,
'34
William B.
no less than three of them out on approximately the two yard line, then
some don't and they're lucky
. .
Walter Herlihy has taken to
the spectators begin to rub their eyes and wonder if they're seeing
the football circles are ringing with
wearing war paint in street cars . . .
double.
.
.
the news
"Get Belliveau!" is the
No. 9 he needs a disguise all right
Volume XV.
NOVEMBER 22, 1933
That alone was enough to terrify the terrible terrors. But John
cry of the Band . .
"Massacre
he and Goodwin, the candidate of
didn't
confine his nefarious work to the business end of the punts. On
Marier" is the cry of The Heights
the working girl
. . he's running
end, slippery field and all, he wiggled and wriggled his
receiving
the
.spirit. It is the undermining force for the office of Mayor of West . . . the stadium at 3:00 p. m.
COLLEGE SPIRIT
way through, threw his hips East and went North, feinted aspiring
that causes collapse in all social and Roxbury . . . Goodwin not Herlihy
T?
Terror tacklers off balance, and in general gave Dick Harlow and his
R. L. 8., '35.
moral ideals.
. . he issued a defy to The Heights
visiting Marylanders many hectic moments. In fact, just about sixty
the time of football
The Stylus will be a little delayed
to get any dirt on him in his perenof them.
struggle, college weeklies fill
nial campaign . . . and we know due to the lack of advertising . .
But he was by no means the lone Eagle. Flavio Tosi continued to
their editorial columns with empty
FRESHMEN AND THE
that he's just looking for publicity so if you know of anybody who act his All-American part to perfection. It seems to be Pizan's lot to
be interested in an ad in the
platitudes about that supposedly
. . but his mere name is notoriety would
snare forward passes and carry to about the three yard stripe, from
ACTIVITIES
god-like spirit that should exist in
in itself . . . the hang of Herlihy's Stylus, let the Stylus know about where one of the mail carriers bursts over for the score (probably
the student body. All of them seem
clothes is enough to condemn him it . . there's a commission . . . the through a hole which Tosi opens up.) And just to prove that he IS
to be laboring under the comforting
that the Freshman foot- . . . and the ties that Goodwin wears last issue brought much praise from an All-American, he proved his stamina by staying in fracas from
delusion that such spirit pertains
ball team has been called in, are the mark of a pernicious per- the exchanges . . .
the opening whistle until the final gun.
only to supporting the football team, the
extra-curricular fields into sonality . . . now they'll come to
Henry Ohrenberger again put on his sixty minute act, for the
T
and yelling lustily whether it wins which Freshmen are most likely to The Heights office claiming that
second successive week, which would seem to indicate that when Joe
or loses. That it means all of that be welcomed change, for the time they
The Holy Cross game is coming McKcnney nominated him for a starting berth two iveeks ago Henry
didn't want publicity . . just
cannot be denied. In fact, such an being, from the physical to the in- so they'll get some next week .
had ideas of keeping the job. Greg Sullivan, ivhose pivot play this
. . . . and the senior reception at the
attitude among the college men is tellectual plane. Unless the fellows
season has warranted plenty of service, was the third man in the
Statler after the game . . nobody
T
to be commended because in this who go out for football are the ones
misses that
it would be a waste Maroon and Gold lineup to play the entire game. Eddie Driscoll was
great, Ted Galligan arrived, and Joe Kilillea staged a comeback.
time when the egotistical attitude who will also go out for The
. .
The academies are in full swing of words to ask anybody to go
Heights and the Stylus, the conduct
is choking all individuality and
However, this naming of individual stars is often taboo, because
most people have their tickets
. . . but hardly full .
. somebody
of
a team comes through with a victory over such a smart aggremodesty out of everyone, this magpresent
the
class
Freshmen
when
.
.
.
of
there is also the
already
nanimous token of appreciation for gives little promise, up to now, of
gation of hombres as the Green Terrors, it's very seldom that a chosen
Alumni supper dance on the Friday
what others are doing at the cost of even coming up to the average in
few can be crowned with laurel wreathes. One man never won a
oh! it's
night before the game
personal injury is a rare jewel. extra-curricular initiative. The cangame. He may be credited with it by the press and public,
football
the heighst of the social season . .
And yet, this alone does not consti- didates for positions on The
but he and his team know the real story. Every man must do his bit,
T
tute that "college spirit" but it is Heights have been few and far beor the team doesn't go places.
But credit must also be given to Dick Harlow's charges. They
only a delicate, yet important, acci- tween. No freshman has so much
Joe Paul and John Curley, editors
Ed Halligan
the Eagle plenty of anxious moments, and for a short time they
gave
dent belonging to the whole essence. as handed in a manuscript for the
of last year's Heights, were at the
led by a one point margin, and on the basis of the Maroon and Gold
While a member of the student Stylus. But if there ever was a
game
. Frank Brow, Sub Turri
season's record, that in itself is something to tell the kiddies. Shepherd,
body, the college man at all times boycott against underclassmen at
E. MURPHY, artist, is back at school and Marcus
FR.
JOSEPH
Dunn et al were every bit as good as they were last year. The soluit
has
been
in
college,
exploded
is expected to conduct himself pri- the
Lewis asked me to add the Sodality
'06, for more than twenty years
tion to the problem (if it is a problem) is that the Eagle is just about
the last couple of years. Half the
vately as well as publicly in a manofficers to the list of group pictures
(Continued on Page 3)
ner that reflects the educational managing board of The Heights, a curate attached to parishes in the to be taken soon
principles he is amassing in class, when selected last March, were Boston diocese, was named last week
because after all, the student is the Sophomores. For the second time by Cardinal O'Connell as pastor of
mirror, if a somewhat beclouded in fifty-one years a junior is editor St. Thomas of Villanova Church
Wilmington. He will succeed the
one, of the tradition and ideals of of the Stylus and five of the nine in
late
Fr. Boland.
of
are
the college he is attending. It is members
the Editorial Staff
Fr. Murphy is one of the best
not his lot to splatter any disfigur- underclassmen. Some years ago the
known senior curates of the diocese.
ing smirches on this tradition and contribution of a freshman in the
priesthood
extraordinary
sen- He was ordained to the
these ideals. The autumn is not the Stylus caused an
studying
in
after
at
St. John's
1910,
only occasion for the spirit to burst sation in the literary circles of the
in
Seminary
Brighton.
He
was first
out and then for a mere two hours. college. It is not unusual that a
to
the
Newton
Falls
Upper
attached
If he then goes out to try to drag talented Freshman journalist is deparish, later going to St. Mary's
story
tailed
to
important
cover an
down the name of the college he has
Church, West Quincy, where he rejust left, all this praiseworthy ex- or even, if he is particularly clever,
mained several years. He was stauberance he has shown previously to write a regular column in The
at St. Catherine's Church,
Heights.
merely
All this is
in- tioned
is void and merely a sham. Many
for less than a year,
Charlestown,
gruesome spectacles and demoraliz- tended to demonstrate that some
and then was transferred to St.
ing incidents masquerade under the Freshmen have a chance to make
John the Evangelist parish, Swampappearance of this "college spirit." good in literary circles at The
scott, where he has served until now.
J. L. R.
Anything, that the arm of the law Heights this year.
Fr. Murphy assumed charge of the
would ordinarily fall upon, is tried
Wilmington parish Monday.
to be explained away as only the
fun of the college youth. This emCOOPERATION
phatically is not college spirit.
Major General Hugh A. Drum, a
Again, to squirm under the fire of
member of the class of 1898, repreweek by means of a ballot sented the U. S. Army, and was the
intellectual bigots who try to critithe
college,
usually
Freshman class chose its principal speaker at the dedication
cize the student's
without reason, or to partake in officers. These men will handle the on Armistice Day, Nov. 11, of the
that unfounded criticism yourself, is class affairs; an important delega- Shrine Room of the Indiana World
certainly not college spirit. It is tion. Fortunately the choice seems Memorial, a new $12,000,000 strucMaj. Gen.
rather the action of one who is to have been most happy, the offi- ture at Indianapolis.
either lacking the character or the cers elected were outstanding and Drum was elevated last January to
intellectual means to conduct one- they persoiyyiy reflect on the college the high rank of deputy chief of
self under such circumstances. Such to which they belong.
staff of the United States Army, an
a person should stay away from the
Every year it is an ugly duty for appointment which placed him as
higher institutions of learning or The Heights to write some such second in command of the Army,
else not cloak his true character to editorial as this, exhorting the one of the youngest men ever to
the deception of his fellow students. students to back the officers with hold the position.
After graduation, the idea that implicit and explicit cooperation.
seems sorrowfully to run through Whether this happens or not, will
the mind of the alumnus is that the not affect The HEIGHTS, but it will
college owes him all and sundry and affect the class. By the time it
PLEASE PATRONIZE
he is not indebted to his alma mater graduates every member of the class
in any way. To all rational beings, will readily admit that it was either
OUR ADVERTISERS.
the exact opposite is true. It is the cooperation that made them or lack
THEY DESERVE
college that gave him his indispen- of cooperation that ruined them.
sable learning and because he is not
YOUR SUPPORT.
They can either have four happy
able to afford a palatial home, the years or four bitter ones. Class acfault is not with the university. tivities will follow so fast that the
Such a state of affairs is certainly students will hardly see them go.
to be deplored, but we cannot deny But they can at least stick their
New
men swear by our
that it exists. After he receives oars in somewhere and pull hard
<£
his diploma, he no longer partakes for their own class. Stick by it,
to
England shirts
and here's the same
in college functions and drops from make it your own. It comes at a
famous construction in pajamas! It's been
w
the circle of the alumni. Critics most opportune time. Boston Col!
They're
someless
looking
always
for
no
who are
lege is growing fast. The world is
thing to disparage find here a never- changing. New vistas are being
or pat?white, green, grey,
ending cause for argument.
opened to the wary. Begin while
contrasting lapels, pocket
terned,
to D
So then college spirit in its en- you're in school and when you get Known From Coast to Coast
and
tirety means a support of the col- out you'll be going so fast that
Meet Your Favorite Stage and
Screen Stars at Close Range
lege in word as well as action and nothing will stop you. That goes
Designed and made in Neiv England
STREET FLOOR? STORE FOR MEN
the reflection of the principles that for the Alumni activities as well as
OPEN TILL 4 A.M.
to our own specifications!
STREET FLOOR? MAIN STORE
are imbued in the student or gradall activity. Back the officers, they
Next to Metropolitan Theatre
uate should radiate without any work pretty hard for small reward.
256 TREMONT ST., BOSTON
flaw. The opposite is not college
H. A. K., '34.
get up

better

EYAGLS

fellows that missed the
B. C. Club imbroglio
should take the word to the wise
and attend Jack Maguire's Harvest
Lynn
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THE HEIGHTS

GREEN TERRORS
Eaglets Downed
BOW TO EAGLES
by Purple Frosh
On the frostbitten turf of Alumni
Field a fighting "frosh" team put
up a terrific struggle against a
heavily favored Crusader yearling
aggregation, last Thursday, before
bowing by the slim margin of one
touchdown.
The maroon and gold shirted boys
resembled tigers as they clawed the
hitherto irresistible purple offensive
to ribbons and but for one slight
lapse in the defense, would have
gained at least a draw.
B. C. kicked off to Hanifan who
fumbled behind the goal line, necessitating a touchback and giving
Holy Cross the ball on the 20 yd.
stripe. After an exchange of kicks,
the Eaglets drove down the field
with four first downs due largely
to the off tackle smashes of Tottilini, who was Boston's best running back. The 10 yd. line was
reached as the quarter ended.
After the change of goals, the
Holy Cross line, led by Luciano,
stiffened and stopped McCarthy on
fourth down just short of the last
chalk mark. B. C. dominated the

(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)
Mergo holding, Shepherd put the
Marylanders ahead with a successful try for the point, and the scoreboard read visitors 7, Boston G.
The under-dogs coming out for
the second half, Boston again set to
work immediately and showed a
power and drive that could not be
denied. A terrific tackle by Killilea
caused Sheperd to fumble in midfield with Killilea also pouncing mi
the leather for Boston. Choosing
his plays masterfully, General
Freitas sent Captain Maloney on a
reverse gallop which placed the ball
on the 31 for another first down.
And then to completely out-fox the
Terrors, Johnny sent a long pass to
Tosi, who carried nobly to the 6yard line where Mergo forced him
outside. Tackle plunges worked the
ball within a yard of the goal when
Freitas again called on Maloney and
Tosi to open a path?a path that
was immediately forthcoming, and
Johnny launched himself over the
line to bring the Boston total to 12
points.

Sacrifice 2 Points
In
the
third quarter, a period
play during the second period as
well, but the splendid kicking of Joe chock-full of thrills and chills,
Dunn stole a
Dougherty, Crusader half back, Maryland's Jimmy
from Freitas and cleverly
trick
kept the Eaglets at bay.
rolled a punt outside at the B. C.
Starts Drive
1-yard line. A penalty put the ball
Early in the third period Holy on the B. C. 1-foot line and the
Cross started its one fruitful drive. Eagle in desperate straits. And
Kidd and Dougherty brought the here Coach McKenney, to the beball to midfield by rushing, and a wilderment of all, sent in Moynahan,
surprise forward from Dougherty to who purposely touched the ball to
Hanifan gave a first down on the the ground to award 2 more points
B. C. 23 yd. line. Kidd, faking a to the Green Terrors.
Realization
reverse, took the ball on a spinner and appreciation of this masterful
play, slipped through a hole in the stroke came slowly to the 9,000 witcenter of the line, and with speed, nesses, but before the last whistle
coupled with some fancy sidestep- blew the foresight and wisdom of
ping, sped through the secondary the action became quite evident.
for a touchdown. The try-point was
missed. From this point on the
Worcester team lapsed into a defensive game which eventually proved
successful despite several determined drives by the Eaglets.
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(Continued from Page 2)
thirty per cent stronger than he was last year. But I still think we'll
all be wallowing in the throes of senile decay before we see another
dead-eye booting performance the like of which Freitas turned in last
Saturday afternoon.
AND NOW
And now Joe McKenney has about tivo weeks in which to tune up
for the finale with the highly touted Crusader. Every Eagle came out
of the Western Maryland fray in perfect condition (other than the
usual quota of minor bumps and bruises). The squad is in the best
condition of the entire season. The Maroon and Gold is having the
best season since 19*28; the defence has long ago been tested and not
found wanting, and the Eagle attack has rolled up exactly 154 points.
So what?
I'll tell you what. A week from next Saturday a galloping Holy
Cross Crusader will canter down to Alumni Field in all his polished
armor and purple plumage, and he's going to be accorded the most
rousing welcome of his career. There's talk of making him a favorite
for Ithis mighty classic. If you'll tell me why, Bridget, I'll smear

and eat it for a frankfort.
As Mr. Alfred E. Smith is wont to say, let's take a look at the
records. Holy Cross, with its heralded forward wall and supposedly
air tight defense, has been scored on by Catholic University, Harvard,
Brown, Detroit, Manhattan and Springfield. Harvard's three point
defeat at the hands of the Purple brought forth hearty praise for the
Crusader, and the following week I saw what was an improved Harvard team deadlocked by the saddest eleven Dartmouth has had in
years. Brown is admittedly weak this season. Villanova swamped
Manhattan 47 to 0, but Chick Meehan's crew threw a scare into the
Crusader. And then last week Springfield, who bowed to Brown
earlier in the season, outplayed the Worcesterites for the first three
mustard
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The Holiday

The
hard
game was
fought
throughout, and the way in which
the B. C. freshmen hurled back the
favored Crusader machine in all but
one instance speaks volumes for
their splendid showing. Al Pszenny,
Joe Walsh, Twomey, and Tottilini
starred for B. C, while Kidd,
Dougherty, and Luciano were standouts for Holy Cross.
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This could go on for hours, but it won't. I merely want to point
out that the Purple schedule isn't as stiff as some are inclined to believe. Detroit is undoubtedly the strongest they've met to date, but
Duquesne beat the Titans 14 to 0, the Dukes barely downed Bucknell
by one touchdown, and Western Maryland defeated Bucknell. Centre,
Villanova, and Western Maryland are all outstanding football teams,
and they all bowed before the screaming Eagle. Think it over. And
then forget it, because comparative scores mean very little, and in a
Boston College-Holy Cross fiasco they mean exactly zero.
Of late one of the sports scriveners on a Boston sheet has been
turning out stuff which is meant to leave the reader in a swooning condition from sheer laughter. It doesn't. His pseudo humorous metaphors
are slightly anemic.
Hago Harrington probably knows more about football than anyone
who ever wrote for The Heights . . . and he had plenty to do with Lou
Musco's improved passing . . and speaking of Hago, there's a Frankenstein playing guard for Marquette . .
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Freshmen Enjoy
Inauguration Day
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
Victor Jones of the Globe who
praised the spirit shown at Boston
College and told a few interesting

stories. William Boehner, freshman football coach, was then called
upon and in a few words he congratulated the team on their teamwork and spirit shown during the
season.
Toward the close of the evening,
Father Friary was called upon and
said that great things could be accomplished if the class would continue to show the same spirit
throughout the year that was shown
that night. Father Douglas then
spoke to the students using as his
main topic, "It Is Later Than You
Think." Father McHugh, the last
speaker on the program, then commented on the spirit of those of
Boston College who have gone before us and made names for themselves through their Catholic education. Other speakers of the evening were: "Randy" Wise, assistant freshman coach; Charles Kittrege, captain of baseball; John McManus, captain of track; Donald
Fleet, president of the A. A.

PHYSICS ACADEMY PRESIDENT SPEAKS
The first annual seminar of the
Physics Academy was held on Monday afternoon, November 13, at two
o'clock in Room 202 in the Science
Building'. Father Tobin, head of
the Physics Department, presided
and outlined the object of the
Academy, pointing out the benefits
which an Academy of this nature
can offer. The guests of the afternoon were Professors F. Malcolm
Gager and Harold Zager, both of the
Physics Department.

the Masters'
Boston,
Friday,
Assistants Club of
8
p.
24,
m.,
at
in the
November
Library Auditorium, the Reverend
Father Rector, Louis J. Gallagher,
S.J., will lecture on Russia.
school
Approximately eighty
teachers compose the organization.
At a
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Edison effect.
The interest that prevailed can
only be realized by the enthusiastic
who
bombarded the
physicists
speaker with a barrage of inquiries
in the open discussion which folHowever, the
scholarly
lowed.
Shanahan avoided sacking by his
fellow students due to his thorough
knowledge of subject in question.

tional chains.

The speaker of the afternoon was
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May we invite you to make our store
.v""' headquarters again I//is year for
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(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
this the usual wide-open effect of
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
the ballroom is averted and the
lighting effects can be arranged to
much better advantage. The hotel
Please patronize our adverelectrician is now planning for the
They deserve your suptisers.
committee and the students something never attempted at any col- port.
lege dance before.
So in offering the main dining
room for the Junior Promenade the
the Game
chairman of the event promises the
STOP AT
most distinctive and entertaining
social affair the college has as yet
witnessed. As regards the orchestra, no definite arrangements have
and
been made but all efforts are being
extended to acquire the band that
Tea
is noted for its soft as well as popuAT THE RESERVOIR
lar rhythm. This aggregation is
Like Eating at Home
known throughout the country, and
broadcasts regularly over the na1916-1918 CLEVELAND CIRCLE

W. R. Shanahan, M. S., '34, who delivered a fine lecture on Electrons,
their history and behavior. His
lecture covered the modern conception of electricity, the cause of an
electric current, electrons, their behavior in a vacuum tube giving rise
to modern wireless, historical background of the vacuum tube; also,
the work of Edison, De Forest, and
Fleming, and the importance of the
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It's easy to see why so many women prefer
Lucky Strike. Luckies are fully packed with
long strands of choice tobaccos, round and
firm to the very tips. That means Luckies
always draw easily, always burn smoothly.
i

It also means no
,

cling

,

annoying

,

loose ends to

lips or mess up the nice things
in a woman's purse. And every day
more and more women are showing their
appreciation by saying "Luckies please".
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